
Automatic machine to 
nail packaging 

 Ma-del packaging line (MVCP) is composed by a 70º sloping 

vertical structure. Its length is between 7 and 9 meters depending on the kind of 

packaging to nail. This structure has a bridge with 4 – 6 guns which is moved along 

by geared motors. The machine has a PLC which, by a computer, sends orders to the 

automaton indicating where exactly to nail. The machine does not have minimum 

measures to nail. Maximum width to nail is 1700 millimeters while length depends 

on the packaging to nail. 
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 This machine is especially designed for packaging producers that also produce 
pallets. For that reason we can nail packaging, pallets and decks on the same 
machine with measures mentioned above. 
 With MVCP we work with one or two people depending on the kind of 
packaging, pallet or deck to nail. The worker merely puts manually wood, and after 
the machine nails, takes it away for its later joining.     
 The machine works by a pattern or magnetized limits whereupon we put the 
wood to nail the bridge. For that reason the changeover is quick and it is suitable to 
nail short series as well as long series.   
 With the MVCP in some packaging we could duplicate mass production because 
the machine nails the product in one go, and the worker merely puts the wood on the 
pattern and takes away finished pieces. For that reason, depending on the packaging 
measures, we can nail several products at the same time. 

 220 or 380 V power and an air intake are needed to install the machine. 

 The machine is according with the safety regulations in the CE Acts.

 


